Evolutionary Forces Infographic Assignment
Due 9/17/19
100pts
Goal: Display your knowledge of evolutionary forces and how they work through an
infographic.
Format: Infographic – use all the creativity you want in designing this. Please turn this
in as a shareable link – turned in via Sakai. You can turn in a PDF version in addition to
the link.
Team Work Statement: You can absolutely work together on this project. If you would
like to pair up or work in teams of three, you can and turn in one product. If you are
teaming up with others to submit a joint project, YOU MUST TELL ME AHEAD OF
TIME! Also, each person must turn in a self-reflection, you cannot turn in one for the
whole group.
Infographic Guidance: Remix at the Hesburgh Libraries is a wonderful resource on
help for projects like this: https://remix.nd.edu/. They even have one specifically for
infographics: https://remix.nd.edu/infographic.html. Here are lots of examples ranging
from complicated to simplistic: https://www.creativebloq.com/graphic-designtips/information-graphics-1232836.
Remix Media Corps: group of people at Remix there to help you! They have “office
hours” Sunday-Thursday from 3:30pm-9:30pm in 256 Hesburgh Library. You can book
a consultation with them as well: https://remix.nd.edu/media-corps/index.html
Guidance on Content
Style: You have complete creative license on this, but again, be sure to cite things so
you are not plagiarizing! However,
Things to Think about for Content:
1. Who is your audience for this infographic? Adults? Adults with certain
educational background? Children? College students? Only college athletes?
What do you want this audience to learn…the big takeaways? Think about your
audience, and tailor your infographic for them.
2. Infographics usually take two forms: data driven or story driven. I am not going to
make you mine piles of data (but you can if you like), so you will want to take the
story route.
a. Think about what story you want to tell? Real life examples? Metaphors?
Should be a narrative that clearly expresses your ideas
3. Do you want to cover all of the evolutionary forces or just 1 or 2?
4. You will want to make sure you say what the force(s) is and how it works.
5. Examples & pictures are always helpful.
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6. Be sure to cite your sources!
Be sure to also turn in your self-reflection on this assignment!
1. What did you learn?
2. What challenges did you face while completing this assignment?
3. How did you overcome these challenges?
4. How successful do you think you were with your final product?
5. What do you think you could have done better?
6. If you worked in a group, was it successful? What were the advantages and
disadvantages of working in a group on this assignment?
7. How many points out of 100 do you think you earned?
I will be assessing you on how well you address the list above: “Things to Think about
for Content” as well as how accurately you explain the evolutionary forces you chose to
represent.
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